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Congratulations, graduates!

Best wishes from University News and the staff at News & Events.

Our special 12-page Commencement issue hits stands this afternoon and there is no shortage of news that is sure to interest the thousands of visitors that 
will descend upon the campus tomorrow and Saturday.

A few weeks ago, we hosted 17,000 to 20,000 visitors to campus for the inaugural Imagine RIT: Innovation and Creativity Festival. Unfortunately, we 
were only able to devote one page of News & Events to festival coverage. Turn to page 10 for a “snapshot” of the day’s events.

Also in this issue, we feature a section with awards and distinctions presented to our student scholars (always a favorite of our parents) and feature
profiles on this year’s Eisenhart award-winning teachers. Our staff writers did an outstanding job of relaying what makes these educators unique.

There are plenty of pages of interesting student projects, faculty research and other announcements.

As a special note, we have asked the university community to help University News shape the way RIT news is delivered. An invitation to complete a 
brief online survey was recently sent via e-mail to members of the RIT community. Visit www.rit.edu/news for a link to the survey if you didn’t receive
the e-mailed invitation.

Thanks, as always, for reading News & Events. And best wishes, graduates!
And, special congratulations to Mike and Brandon! What an accomplishment!
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The Tiger Beat takes you behind the scenes with the members of RIT University News—the news and public relations division of Rochester Institute of 
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